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ESLR9C - Lincat Silverlink 600 Electric Free-standing Oven Range - Castors
at Rear - 6 Plates - W 900 mm - 16.5 kW [3-Phase]

  

Cook quality food at volume with the Silverlink 600 Electric Oven Range 

Rating: Not Rated Yet 
Price 
Price with discount £2,033.00

£2,439.60

Discount 

Ask a question about this product 

ManufacturerLincat 
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Oven ranges: ESLR9C - Lincat Silverlink 600 Electric Free-standing Oven Range - Castors at Rear - 6 Plates - W 900 mm - 16.5 kW [3-Phase]
 

Compact 600mm deep footprint - perfect for care homes as well as smaller pubs and
restaurants
Six hotplates 3 x 2.0kW, 3 x 1.5kW with six-position control knob for each plate - higher
power for sautéing at the front, lower power to the rear ideal for simmering
Automatic power reduction, if pan boils dry or is removed - prolonging hotplate life
Easy clean fully pressed and sealed hob

Powerful 6kW twin fan assisted oven for uniform heat distribution and consistent cooking
Double insulated doors, side and back panels providing safer operation, greater efficiency
and economy
Castors at rear to enable unit to be pulled out for deeper cleans

 

 

Full Description

Cook quality food at volume with the Silverlink 600 Electric Oven Range. With a large capacity
oven for increased productivity, the range is perfect for care homes as well as smaller pubs and
restaurants. The range comes with six hotplates and a twin fan assisted oven for uniformed
heat and consistent cooking. Built to last, the fully pressed and sealed hob tops make the unit
easy to clean and maintain.

 

Reviews

There are yet no reviews for this product. 
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